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Goodbye... For Now By Editor 

Tomorrow marks the last day for a large number of our campers. Whether they were first year campers or experienced 
campers, here for the first six weeks, second session two-week rookie program or the middle four weeks, it has been 
an amazing summer and we are sad to see so many faces leave. Each camper will be able to leave with very happy 
memories of helping CM beat Kawaga for the third year in a row, participating in some amazing skit nights including 
‘Commercial Night’, ‘Movie Night’ and ‘Lip Sync Night’, being a part of Five-Year Night and putting on a carnival themed 
social for Agawak. We hope to see you all again this time next year for another session or two. 
 

Mason Aronauer Noah Lapointe Charlie Ratterman 
Anthony Bareck Tyler Longnecker Kase Ratzlaff 

Levi Blum Truman Mankowski Jake Reinhardt 
Robby Bringas Adam Massello David Roehmer 
Henry Chabot Andrew McCormick Thatcher Schiller 
Dylan Cohan Ryan McCormick Xander Schiller 
Noah Davies Will Miller Ethan Schwartz 
Eli Friedman James Mills Cole Sorosky 

Jonah Friedman Troy Mock Jordan Stein 
Jordan Gentner Ryan Murray Adrian Washington 
Sam Goodman Jack Myerthall Daniel White 

Brandon Johnson Sam Myerthall Nicholas Winjum 
Jesse Kaplan Charlie Peacock Robbie Yastrow 

Charles Lachman James Poplawski  
 

Twi-Light League Standings By Editor 

The race for the Twi-Light League trophies is heating up. In the Junior division, Team Field have swept the competition 
so far and remain undefeated. In the Intermediate division, Team Spector lead the way after winning all three of their 
games. Finally, in the Senior division, despite only playing one game, Team Ratzlaff, Steiner and Stelzer currently lead 
the way. There are plenty more Twi-Light League games to play over the coming days and all teams are  
in with a chance to win. Good luck!  

 

Junior Division  Senior Division 

Teams Standings  Teams Standings 

Field 4-0  Ratzlaff 1-0 

Friedman 2-2  Steiner 1-0 

Shefren 2-2  Stelzer 1-0 

Loquercio 0-4  Liska 0-0 

   Gau 0-1 

Intermediate Division  Myerthall 0-1 

Teams Standings  Nassar 0-1 

Spector 3-0 

Steiner 2-1 

Hoffman 2-1 

Schneider 1-2 

Beermann 1-2 

Weiss 0-3 
TYLER FIELD led his team to 4-0 

SIMON 
MANN 
ready for 
Twi-Light 
League 
(right) 
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16 and Under B Soccer By Jake Herman 

Menominee 2, Kawaga 1 (ET) 
 

The men in green sent out a starting eleven that played with great energy and nearly drew first blood on a number of 
close misses, including chances for JONAH FRIEDMAN and KADEN LISKA. Late in the first half, the Kawaga goalkeeper 
kicked a long ball forward that took an opportunistic bounce of the CM defenders and led to a Kawaga goal. As the 
halftime whistle blew, the men in green stayed upbeat despite trailing. CM knew they had gotten the better of the 
play and would soon break through if they continued to press. With about 15 minutes left, JACK BEHAR stepped up to 
take a free kick from about a third of the field away from the goal. BEHAR struck the ball and buried an absolute 
screamer into the top right corner past the outstretched arms of the helpless CK goalie. The equalizer energized Team 
Menominee, with CHARLIE RATTERMAN making many fearless tackles and winning 50/50 balls, keeping the ball in 
Kawaga’s half. LOUIE KANTER, MAX BEERMANN and DANIEL WHITE all had golden chances to seal the game for CM 
but they were thwarted by Kawaga’s goalie and a couple of unfortunate bounces. Kawaga earned a series of corners 
and a free kick from just outside the box as full time approached. Lucky Canteen Number 152. However, defenders 
ADAM MASSELLO and CHARLIE RATTERMAN cleared the ball away reliably and goalkeeper GAVIN BRAMWIT made 
an impressive save to his lower left to keep the score tied. Final score, 1-1 – extra time to commence. Barely a minute 
into extra time, the ball found its way to DANIEL WHITE on the top left edge of the box. DANIEL took a clever first 
touch, rounding the defender to create the space needed to blast a shot into the lower right corner of the net for the 
golden goal, sending CM into euphoric celebration. Shout out to every single player who played with immeasurable 
heart and hustle. A special shout out to RYAN WILLIAMS and DEAN ROGERS for officiating a very good game. 
 

11 and Under A Football By Brett Weiss 

Menominee 41, Kawaga 0 
 

CM had taken two tough hockey losses in the first round of the competition and were 
really looking to bounce back during the second round, football. Kawaga started with 
the ball, but quickly punted after three stops by the CM defense, including a sack by 
EMMETT KREZ. Menominee got the ball back and on third down, AARON PELTS 
delivered a bomb to JACK BERGER deep down the side-line for a touchdown. 
Menominee did not stop there and begun to dominate the whole game. AARON 
PELTS threw a total of five touchdowns, JACK BERGER and JACOB SCHNEIDER both 
catching two and RYAIN WEIL catching the other. ASHER DIAMOND performed 
exceptional on defense and got two interceptions. Menominee went on to win 41-0 
in a dominating one-sided game! Well done boys! 
 

Wrestling Meet By Ethan Weiss 

Menominee 60, Kawaga 23 
 

As we entered the all camp wresting meet, the score from the first day of 
competition stood at 20-10 in favour of the men in green. After courageous efforts 
from CHARLIE EISENBERG, HARRISON HOFFMAN, ELI FRIEDMAN, ASHER 
DIAMOND, COOPER SPECTOR and SETH SCHOR, the overall score of the meet was 
14-14. HENRY LEVIN stepped on the mat and found himself down 4-3 going into 
the third round. HENRY mustered up everything he had left and delivered a 
momentum swinging pin for CM! Following this match, it was all CM. Shout out to 
JACK FORMAN and GAVIN BRAMWIT for wrestling incredible matches and to MAX 

BEERMANN, TJ MOCK, JARED AGUILAR, HENRY CHABOT, JOEY FINFER, JACK BEHAR and JAKE HOODACK for 
delivering pins for CM. By a final score of 60-23, it was an exhilarating win for CM heading into day 2 of the competition.  

Riddle of the Day: You have me today, tomorrow you will have more; As time passes, I am not easy to store; 

I don’t take up space, but I am only in one place. What am I?              (Submit your answer to the Megaphone Office) 
Yesterday’s Riddle: I have lakes but no water, no cars but I have streets; many places and borders, but I am in one 
piece. What am I?  Answer: A Map 
Winners: BEN LAZARUS, JOSH KENNEDY, JASON NEIDER, COLE SOROSKY, JACK FORMAN and JUSTIN CRASKO  

The lads get warmed up 

TJ outclassing his opponent 


